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Abstract 
The partial real line is an extension of the Euclidean real line with partial real numbers, which 
has been used to model exact real number computation in the programming language Real PCF. 
We introduce induction principles and recursion schemes for the partial unit interval, which allow 
us to verify that Real PCF programs meet their specification. They resemble the so-called Peano 
axioms for natural numbers. The theory is based on a domain-equation-like presentation of the 
partial unit interval. The principles are applied to show that Real PCF is universal in the sense 
that all computable elements of its universe of discourse are definable. These elements include 
higher-order functions such as integration operators. @ 1999-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved 
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0. Introduction 
The partial real line is the domain of compact real intervals ordered by reverse 
inclusion [21,28]. The idea is that singleton intervals represent total real numbers, and 
that the remaining intervals represent (properly) partial real numbers. This is justified 
by the fact that the singleton map x +-+ {x} is a topological embedding of the Euclidean 
real line into the partial real line endowed with its Scott topology. The partial real 
line has been used to model exact real number computation in the framework of the 
programming language Real PCF [9, lo], including computation of integrals [4]. 
We introduce induction principles and recursion schemes for the partial unit interval 
(the domain of closed subintervals of the unit interval with end-points 0 and l), which 
allow us to verify that Real PCF programs meet their specification. 
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The induction principles and recursion schemes discussed in this paper resemble the 
so-called Peano axioms for natural numbers. They abstractly characterize the partial unit 
interval up to isomorphism, without reference to real numbers or intervals. Essentially, 
we replace zero and the successor function by the affine maps x H x/2 and x H 
(X + 1)/2, which play the role of partial real number constructors. This is related to 
binary expansions and, perhaps surprisingly, to Dedekind sections at the same time. 
Preliminary ideas on recursion and induction on the real line appeared in [8], which 
considers uniform spaces. Our axioms are formulated in the framework of domain 
theory [l]. 
Domain theory allows one to derive induction principles and recursion schemes from 
canonical solutions of domain equations [20,24,34]. Domain equations model recursive 
definitions of data types, such as lists and trees. Since the partial real line is not an 
algebraic domain, it is not the canonical solution of any domain equation involving 
usual hmctors. 
We establish new results about the notion of an inductive retraction introduced 
in [lo], which generalizes canonical solutions of domain equations by means of ideas 
similar to those of Freyd [ 14, 151. In particular, we introduce the notion of a biquotient 
of a bifree algebra, and we show that the inductive retractions are the biquotients of 
the bifree algebras. 
An interesting observation is that the Peano-like axioms discussed above consider 
only induction and recursion, but the inductive retraction induced by them automatically 
gives rise to coinduction and corecursion. 
The techniques discussed here in a more general setting were also applied in con- 
junction with the technique introduced in [36] to show that Real PCF extended with 
a certain computable existential quantifier is universal [lo], in the sense that all com- 
putable elements of its universe of discourse are definable. These elements include 
higher-order functions such as supremum and integration operators. Here we consider 
a further extension of the language with recursive types. 
The universality result depends on a notion of computability. In domain theory this is 
achieved via effective presentations [6,30]. It is straightforward to show that there exists 
an effective presentation of the partial real line that makes the primitive operations of 
the language computable. For example, any standard enumeration of the rational basis 
gives such an effective presentation. But one then wonders whether a cleverer choice 
of an effective presentation would change the induced set of computable elements and 
functions, and this is indeed the case in general, as Kanda and Park have shown [ 191. 
We apply the presentation of the partial real line as an inductive retract to show that 
there is a unique effective presentation of the partial real line that makes the primitive 
(and hence all) operations computable, up to equivalence of effective presentations. We 
can thus speak unambiguously about computability on the partial real line. 
However, one still wonders how this relates to the classical theory of computability 
over the (total) real line. It was conjectured in [l l] that a real valued function of 
real variables is computable iff it has a computable extension to a partial real valued 
function of partial real variables. It has been shown in [S] that this is indeed the case. 
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Organization. This paper is the full version of the extended abstracts [IO, 121. It 
is organized in the following sections: (1) Domain theory, (2) The partial real line, 
(3) Peano-like axioms for the partial unit interval, (4) Generalized domain equations, 
(5) A generalized domain equation for the partial unit interval, (6) Applications to the 
programming language Real PCF. 
1. Domain theory 
Our main reference to domain theory is [l]. For its connections with topology 
see [16,33] (the papers [27,3 l] contain interesting technical and intuitive compu- 
tational interpretations of topological concepts). Here we establish terminology and 
recall basic facts. Readers who are familiar with domain theory can proceed directly 
to Section 2. 
1.1. Domains 
A poset (partially ordered set) is a set equipped with a partial order (a reflexive, 
transitive and antisymmetric relation), generally denoted by the symbol &. Existing 
joins (least upper bounds, suprema) and meets (greatest lower bounds, infima) are 
denoted by the symbols U and tl, respectively. 
A subset A of a poset is said to be directed if each finite subset of A has an 
upper bound in A. Since the empty set is included in this definition, a directed set is 
necessarily non-empty. 
A dcpo (directed complete poset) is a poset with least upper bounds of directed 
subsets. A subset U of a dcpo D is Scott open it is an upper set and the condition 
UA E U for A CD directed implies A n U # 0. The Scott open sets form a topology, 
known as the Scott topology. A function f : D -+ E between dcpos D and E is Scott 
continuous (continuous with respect to the Scott topologies) iff it is monotone and 
preserves least upper bounds of directed subsets. 
A poset is bounded complete if it has a least element I (bottom) and joins of 
bounded subsets. In the presence of directed completeness, bounded completeness is 
equivalent to the existence of all non-empty meets. 
In order to ensure that some facts stated below are true, we need to assume that our 
dcpos are continuous. Moreover, continuity of dcpos is a fundamental ingredient of 
the formulation of the notion of an effectively given domain. However, since we use 
continuity of dcpos only implicitly, via the facts that it entails, we deliberately omit 
the elaborate usual definition in terms of the so-called way-below relation. 
For the bounded complete case, which is what we need in this paper, a telegraphic 
characterization is available: A bounded complete dcpo D is continuous iff every x E D 
can be expressed as U{ flU[x E U}, where U ranges over Scott open subsets of D - 
see [16,27]. 
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A familiar example from real analysis illustrates this characterization. The extended 
real line under its natural order is a bounded complete dcpo (in fact, a complete lattice). 
In this case the usual notation for suprema and infima is sup and inf. As one easily 
checks [16, pp. 49-501, the Scott topology of this example is nothing but the topology 
of lower semicontinuity [26, pp. 38, 50-521, given by non-trivial open sets of the form 
(r, -too]. Hence the above characterization reduces to the fact that every real number x 
can be expressed as sup{inf(r,oo](x E (r,co]} = su p{ ( r r < x}. Therefore the extended 
real line is a continuous lattice. In fact, this is a fundamental example. Continuity of the 
interval domain introduced below follows from the same consideration on end-points 
of intervals. However, one has to admit that the example of the extended real line is a 
bit misleading in connection with the terminology information order introduced below. 
A better example is the interval domain. 
In this paper a domain is a bounded complete continuous dcpo D. The order of a 
domain is referred to as its information order, and the relation x & y is interpreted as 
expressing the fact that y contains the same amount of information as x, and possibly 
more. Alternatively, one says that x is less defined than y. Under these interpretations, 
the bottom element has an empty information content, or is an undefined element. Com- 
putationally, bottom denotes non-terminating computations which donot produce results. 
A domain will be always considered as a topological space under its Scott topology. 
We often (implicitly) use the fact that the binary meet operation n : D x D + D is 
(jointly) continuous for every domain D. 
Trivial but useful examples of domains arise as follows. One starts with a set A, adds 
a new element I, and declares that x & y iff x = I or x = y. The resulting domain is 
called a flat domain and is denoted by Al. Typical examples are the flat domains of 
natural numbers and truth-values, JV = Nl and ~8 = 51, where B = {true, f alse}. 
1.2. Retracts and idempotents 
A retraction is a continuous function r : D + E for which there exists a continuous 
map s : E -+ D with r o s = idE, called a section, In this case E is said to be a retract 
of D. Retractions are quotient maps and sections are subspace embeddings. 
The map s o r : D + D is an idempotent whose fixed-points form a domain 
isomorphic to E. Conversely, every idempotent e : D + D gives rise to a domain 
E = e(D) which is a retract of D with retraction given by the corestriction of e to E 
and section given by the restriction of e to E. 
1.3. Recursive definitions of functions 
Any continuous endofunction f : D -+ D of a dcpo D with a bottom element has a 
least fixed point given by fix(f) = UnEN f”(l). 
If D and E are domains then the continuous functions from D to E, pointwise 
ordered by 
f 5 g iff f(x) 5 g(x) for all x E D, 
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form a domain denoted by [D --+ E]. Existing joins and binary meets are computed 
pointwise. 
Fixed points and function spaces are applied to solve functional equations of the 
form 
f =F(f) 
with F : [D -+ E] + [D + E] continuous. Such a functional equation is often referred 
to as a recursive dejinition of f : D + E, and it is implicit that the least solution is 
taken: 
f = fix(F). 
1.4. Recursive definitions of domains 
(The following material is not needed until Section 4.) 
Domain theory also allows one to define domains by recursion: 
D”FD, 
where F is an endofimctor of the category of domains. Domain equations are used to 
model recursively defined data types, such a lists and trees. 
A solution of a domain equation D ” FD is a domain D together with an isomor- 
phism i : FD -+ D. In order to state what the canonical solution is, it is convenient to 
use some basic category theory [25]. 
Let X be a category (for example the category of domains and continuous functions) 
and F : X + X be a hmctor. 
An F-algebra is an arrow K : FX t X, and a homomorphism from an algebra 
K : FX +X to an algebra a : FA --f A is a map h :X -+ A with hole = aoFh. Dually, 
an F-coalgebra is an arrow 6 : X -+ FX, and a homomorphism from a coalgebra 
b:B--,FBtoacoalgebra6:XjFXisamapk:B~XwithFkob=6ok.These 
definitions are illustrated in the following diagrams: 
FhFIAlh l[ I”- 
FA - A X - FX 
a 6 
One writes h : K --) a and k : b -+ 6 to indicate that h and k are (co)algebra 
homomorphisms. Algebra (respectively coalgebra) homomorphisms compose and form 
a category. 
If i : FX -+ X is an initial algebra (in the sense that there is a unique homomorphism 
from it to any other algebra) then i is an isomorphism in X. 
A canonical solution of an equation X ? FX is an initial algebra i : FC + C whose 
inverse i-’ : C -+ FC is a final coalgebra. Such an algebra is called a bifee algebra. 
By initiality, bifree algebras are unique up to (unique) isomorphism. 
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We now turn back to domains. A function between domains is strict if it preserves 
bottom elements. The category of domains and strict continuous functions is denoted 
by SDom. A functor F : SDom -+ SDom is said to be locally continuous if for all 
domains D and E, the map f H Ff : [D + E] -+ [FD -+ FE] is continuous. 
Every locally continuous ftmctor F : SDom + SDom has a bifree algebra i : FC -+ 
C. The reader is referred to [ 1,341 for its construction. But only the following facts 
are needed in this paper. 
If a : FA --) A is an algebra and b : B + FB is a coalgebra, then the unique 
homomorphisms h : i + a and k : b -+ i-’ can be recursively defined by 
h=aoFhoi-‘, k=ioFkob. 
The functions h and k are said to be defined by structural recursion and corecursion 
respectively. 
Structural recursion generalizes primitive recursion on the natural numbers, whereas 
structural corecursion generalizes minimization [ 321. 
1.5. Effectively given domains 
The reader is referred to [30]. The references [6,24] consider only algebraic do- 
mains, which exclude the partial real line. On the other hand, [5] considers a weaker 
version of [30]. Its drawback, from the point of view of this paper, is that effectively 
given domains in the weak sense are not closed under the function space construction. 
However, the reference contains the basic ingredients of [30] in an accessible form. 
Essentially, an effective presentation of a domain is an enumerated basis of the 
domain, subject to certain axioms. An element of such an effectively given domain 
is defined to be computable if it is the join of a recursively enumerable directed set 
of basis elements. Computable functions can be defined as computable elements of 
function spaces, although equivalent direct definitions are also available. 
2. The partial real line 
The set W = IR of compact real intervals ordered by reverse inclusion is referred to 
as the partial real line. It fails to be a domain only because it lacks a bottom element 
(which can be artificially added when necessary). The elements of 9 are referred to as 
partial real numbers, and a real number r is notationally identified with the singleton 
interval {r} and referred to as a total real number. Total real numbers have maximal 
information content. 
The end-points of an interval x are given by 
x= infx, x = supx. 
By definition, the information order of &? is given by 
xLyiffxZyiff~dyandy<~. - 
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Existing joins are given by 
Binary meets are given by 
x n y = [min(x, y), max (Z, y)] . 
This coincides with x U y only if x and y intersect. 
2.1. Canonical extensions 
The singleton map j : IF% + W defined by j(x) = {x} embeds the real line as a 
subspace of the partial real line. This is an embedding onto the total reals. 
If g : W -+ 97 is a function which maps total reals to total reals, then it restricts to 
a function f : R -+ R! as in the diagram 
j ! I j 
What is interesting is that if g is continuous with respect to the Scott topology in 
addition, then f is continuous with respect to the Euclidean topology. This is the case 
precisely because j : R + W is a subspace embedding. 
What is more interesting and does not follow from simple topological considerations 
such as the above is that the converse is also true: Every continuous map f : R + R’ 
extends to a continuous map g : W -+ 93 as in the above diagram. 
(If a bottom element is added to 93, the extension property is an immediate con- 
sequence of the fact that the domains are characterized as the densely injective spaces 
[16, p. 1271 and that embeddings onto maximal elements are dense. In any case, 93 
belongs to a larger class of domains, which are characterized precisely as the injective 
spaces over finitary subspace embeddings, which include j : R -+ W [7]. But in this 
paper we prefer to give a proof of the above special case of the extension property 
from first principles.) 
Among all extensions there is a canonical extension If : 92 -+ W given by 
If(x) = If(r E Xl? 
which is characterized as the most defined continuous extension, in the sense of the 
order of the function space [L&Y ---) CA!‘]. It is well-defined because continuous functions 
map connected sets to connected sets and compact sets to compact sets, and hence 
compact intervals to compact intervals. It is Scott continuous because the direct image- 
formation operation preserves filtered intersections of compact sets, which in this case 
correspond to directed joins. 
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If f is increasing with respect to the natural order of real numbers then its canonical 
extension is computed pointwise: 
If(x) = [f(x), fca 
A function f : R + [w is notationally identified with its canonical extension If : 52 -+ 
942, and we often define a continuous function f : 9 + W by first defining a continuous 
function f : R + R and then implicitly taking its canonical extension. 
2.2. The partial unit interval 
We shall work mainly with a subspace of the partial real line, the partial unit 
interval, defined as the domain 9 = QO, l] of closed subintervals of the unit interval 
[0, l] ordered by reverse inclusion. Its bottom element is I = [0, 11. The singleton map 
embeds the unit interval as a subspace of the unit interval, and the extension property 
is preserved. 
3. Peano-like axioms for the partial unit interval 
In order to separate the main line of argumentation from the details of the individual 
lemmas, their proofs are collected together at the end of this section. 
We define the left and right successor functions SUCCL, succR : 3 -+ 3 by 
SUCC,(X) = x/2, succ&) = (x + 1)/2. 
That is, succL and succR are the unique increasing affine maps which map the unit 
interval to its left and right halves L = [0,1/2] and R = [l/2,1]: 
SUCCL(l) = L, succR(l) = R. 
We regard SUCCL and succR as partial real number “constructors” analogous to zero and 
the successor map succ(x) = x + 1 on the natural numbers. 
An important difference is that the natural numbers together with zero and successor 
form a free algebra, whereas the partial unit interval together with SUCCL and succR 
will form a biquotient of a bifree algebra with respect to some equations. The main 
such equation is 
succL( 1) = succR(o), 
which can be expressed as 
SUCC~(fix(succR)) = succR(fix(succL)) 
by observing that 0 and 1 are the unique fixed points of SUCCL and succR. 
Another important difference is that natural numbers are constructed from zero by 
finitely many applications of the successor function, whereas the elements of the partial 
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unit interval are constructed by infinitely many applications of SUCCL and succR. For 
example, every total x E 9 can be constructed as 
x= Ll succ,, 0 . . .o succ,n(l) 
for some sequence ai E {L,R} corresponding to a binary expansion of x. Partial ele- 
ments are constructed by iterating SUCCL and succR in a more elaborate way, as it is 
shown in Section 5.3. 
Pursuing our analogy with natural numbers, we now observe that every natural num- 
ber is either zero or else the successor of a unique number. 
For x, y E 99, define 
(i) x < y iff X < Y, 
(ii) x<y iff X<y,- 
(iii) x T y iff x and y have an upper bound in the information order iff x and y intersect 
as intervals. 
Then it is clear that exactly one of the following conditions holds: 
r < y, x r Y9 x > y. 
Lemma 1 (Dyadic Trichotomy). For every x E 9, 
(i) if x < l/2 then x = succ~( y) for a unique y, 
(ii) ifx> l/2 then x = succR(z) for a unique z, 
(iii) ifx t l/2 then x = succl(y) n succR(z) for unique y C 1 and z C 0. 
Recall that a number is notationally identified with a singleton interval, and notice 
that x T l/2 iff x & l/2, because l/2 is maximal in information content. 
The predecessor function pred(x) = x- 1 on natural numbers, undefined or arbitrarily 
defined at zero, is a left inverse of the successor function. Similarly, succ, has a left 
inverse pred, defined by 
pred,(x) = min(2x, 1 ), pred,(x) = max(O, 2x - 1). 
The fact that every natural number is either zero or a successor can be expressed by 
the equation 
n = if n = 0 then 0 else succ(pred(n)). 
Let &I be the flat domain of truth values, and for all r E [0, l] define a continuous 
predicate left, : 9 + 93 by 
left,(x) = (x <I Y), 
where 
true ifx < y, 
(x <I Y) = false if x > y, 
l_ if x T y. 
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Also, write 
left = leftii.2. 
Remark 2. In [9-121 the maps WCC,, pred, and left, are denoted by cons,, tail, and 
head, respectively. 
Finally, define the parallel conditional by 
1 
x if p = true, 
pif p then x else Y = Y if p = false, 
xnY if p = 1. 
The idea is that, even if the condition is undefined, the most defined partial number 
which is less defined than x and y can be safely produced anyway. 
Lemma 3 (Elementary axioms). 
pred,(succL(x)) = x, predR(succt(x)) = 0, 
pred,(succR(Y)) = 1, pred,(succ&Y)) = Y, 
predJsuccL(x) n succ~(y)) = x ll 1, preds(succL(x) n SUCCR( y)) = 0 i-l y, 
left 0 succ~(x) C true, left 0 SUCQ(X) = I ifl x&l, 
left 0 succ~( y) 5: false, left 0 sucg(y) = J- ifl y C 0, 
x = pif left(x) then succL(pred,(x)) else succR(pred,(x)). 
Given a set X, an element x E X and a function g : N +X, there is a unique function 
f : N 4 X such that f(0) = x and f(n + 1) = g(n). A similar fact holds for the 
partial unit interval equipped with SUCCL and succR, but we have to take into account 
the equation succ~( 1) = SUCCR(~). 
Lemma 4 (Definition by cases). Let D be a domain and gL,gR : 9 + D be continu- 
ous maps such that 
gL(1) = gR@)* 
Then there is a unique continuous map f : 9 -+ D such that 
f(succL(.(x)) = SLG), 
f(succR(Y)) = gR(Y), 
f(succ~(x) n SUCCR(Y)) = SL@) n gR(Y) ifxC: 1 and yC0, 
namely the function f de$ned by 
f(x) = pif left(x) then gL(pred,(x)) else gR(pred,(x)). 
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The natural numbers enjoy an induction principle, which can be expressed by say- 
ing that if a set of natural numbers contains zero and is closed under the successor 
operation, then it contains all natural numbers. A similar principle is enjoyed by the 
partial unit interval endowed with the operations SUCCL and SUCCR. But we have to take 
into account that partial real numbers are constructed by infinitely many applications 
of the left and right successor maps. 
A subset of a domain D is called inductive if it closed under the formation of least 
upper bounds of directed subsets. 
Lemma 5 (Dyadic induction). Let A & 9 be inductive, and assume that the following 
conditions hold: 
(i) (Base case) I E A. 
(ii) (Inductive step) x E A and y E A imply 
(a) SUCCL(X) E A, 
(b) suCCR(y) EA, 
(C) SUCQ(X) fl SUCC,&) E A ifx& 1 and y_CO. 
Then A = Y. 
We apply this lemma in the following form: 
Corollary 6. Let D be a domain and f ,g : 9 -+ D be continuous maps. In order to 
show that f = g it sufices to show that the following conditions hold: 
(i) (Base case) f(l) = g(l). 
(ii) (Inductive step) f(x) = g(x) and f(y) = g(y) together imply 
(a) f(suCC~(x)) = s(suCC&)), 
(b) f(suCCR(y)) = d=CCR(y)), 
(C) f(SUCC&) n SUCCR(y)) = g(SUCCL(X) fl SUCC&‘)) ifX c 1 and y c 0. 
Proof. If f and g are continuous then the set A = {xl f (x) = g(x)} is inductive. 0 
Remark 7. If we omit condition (c) of the inductive step, then in Lemma 5 we con- 
clude that Max 9 CA, and in Corollary 6 we conclude that AMax X = g(M= $. This can 
be used to prove that a continuous function f : 9 + 9 is an extension of a continuous 
function f : [0, l] + [0, 11, although not necessarily the canonical extension. 
We can define functions on natural numbers by iteration. If X is a set, x is an 
element of X and g : X + X is a function, then there is a unique function f : N --f X 
such that f (0) = x and f (n + 1) = g( f (n)). A similar fact holds for the partial unit 
interval equipped with SUCCL and succR. We first need a lemma: 
Lemma 8. Let D be a domain, gL,gR : D -+ D be continuous maps, and f : 3 --+ D 
be any continuous solution to the functional equation 
f(x) = pif Wx) then gL(f @red,(x))) else gR(f(predR(x))). 
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Then the following statements hold 
0) f(O),f(l) and f(l) are fixed points of gt, gR and gL fl gR respectively. 
(ii) f is uniquely determined by the values that it assumes at O,l, and 1. 
(iii) f is the least continuous solution ifs f (0) = fix(gL), f (1) = fix(gL), and f(I) = 
fiX(gL n gR ). 
Zn particular, if gL,gR, and gL n gR have unique jixed points then there is a unique 
continuous solution. 
Lemma 9 (Dyadic iteration). Let D be a domain, and gL,gR : D + D be continuous 
maps such that 
gL(fiX(gR)) = gR@%gL)). 
Then there is a unique continuous map f : Y -+ D satisfying the equations 
(Base case) 
f (0) = fiX(clL > 
f (1) = fi@R) 
f(l) = fix(gL n gR) 
(Iteration step) 
f (SUCCL(X)) = sL(f (x)) 
f (succR(Y>) = gR(f b>> 
f (=cR(x> n succR(Y)) = gL( f @>> n gR( f (Y)> ifxL 1 and yC0, 
namely the least continuous solution to the equation 
f (x> = pif left@> then gL(f (pred,(x))) else gR(f (Pred&))). 
Finally, the natural numbers system is uniquely specified, up to isomorphism, by 
the so-called Peano axioms, which are essentially the properties that we informally 
considered above for the sake of motivation. This idea is made formal in e.g. Stoll [35], 
where unary systems are used as a tool (a unary system is a set X together with an 
element .x E X and a function s : X 4 X). 
In the following definition, the domain D generalizes the partial unit interval and 
the maps aL and aR generalize the constructor maps SUCCL and succR respectively. 
Definition 10. A binary system is a domain D equipped with a pair of continuous 
maps aLpaR : D -+ D such that 
aL(l> = aR(O), 
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where 
0 g fix(Q), 1 “‘fix(Q). 
We also impose the technical condition fix(a~ n UR) = I, which ensures that homo- 
morphisms defined below, as Lemma 9 suggests, make binary systems into a category 
under ordinary function composition. 
A homomorphism from a binary system (D,aL,aR) to a binary system (E, bL, bR) is 
a continuous map f : D --t E such that 
f(O)=0 
f(l)= 1 
f(l) = 1 
f (aL(x)) = bL(f (x)) 
f (aR(y)) = bR(f (Y)) 
f (aL(x) n aR(Y)) = bL(f (x)) n h(f (Y)) ifxL1 andygO. 
Binary systems were introduced and investigated in the context of uniform spaces 
in the extended abstract [8]. Lemma 9 can be formulated as 
Theorem 11. (~,succ~,succR) is an initial object in the category of binary systems. 
By this we mean, of course, that there is a unique homomorphism from it to any 
other binary system. Since any two initial objects are isomorphic, this together with 
the following theorem axiomatically characterize the binary system (X, SUCCL, succR) 
up to isomorphism, without explicit reference to real numbers or intervals: 
Theorem 12. A binary system (D,sL,Q) is initial ifs the following conditions hold: 
(i) 0 and 1 are the unique fixed points of SL and SR. 
(ii) 0 # 1 and 0 n 1 = 1. 
(iii) There are continuous maps 1 : D + S? and pi, pR : D ---f D such that 
PL(SL(X)) = X, PR(SL(X)) = 0, 
PL(SR(Y)) = 1, PR(SR(Y)) = Y, 
PL(SL(X) n SR(Y)) = X n 1, PR(SL(X) n SR(Y)) = 0 n Y, 
~SL(X)) C true, Z(SL(X)) = I ifs x E 1, 
l(SR(y)) & false, l(SR(Y)) = 1 ifs y !i 0, 
X = pif l(X) then SL(PL(X)) else SR(PR(X)). 
(iv) For any inductive set A 2 D, if 
(a) J- E A, 
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(b) x E A and y E A imply 
Q(X) E A, 
Q(Y) E A, 
s~(x)ns~(y)~A ifx& 1 and yE0, 
then A = D. 
This and the following lemma are abstract versions of Lemmas 3 and 4. 
Lemma 13 (Existence of destructors). Let D = (D,sL,sR) be a binary system. Then 
there is at most one triple of continuous maps 1 : D + ?J and pi, pR : D -+ D 
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 12(iii). 
Moreover, in this case D admits dejinition by cases, in the sense that for each 
domain E and each pair of continuous maps gL,gL : D 4 E with 
gL(l) = gR(O) 
there is a unique continuous map f : D + E such that 
f @L(X)) = SL(X) 
f @R(Y)) = gR(Y) 
f @L(x) n sR(Y)) = gL(x) n gR(Y) $x&l andyLO. 
Proof of Theorem 12. The previous lemmas show that the initial binary system satisfies 
the conditions. Conversely, the proof of Lemma 9 uses only the properties of binary 
systems in the statement of the theorem, without mentioning any particular property of 
(,O, succ~, succR), except for the equations 
left(O) = true, left(l) = false, 
pred,(O) = 0, pred,(l) = 1, 
pred,(l) = I, pred,(l) = I, 
indirectly in Lemma 8, which easily follow from the other conditions. 0 
We finish this section with the proofs of the lemmas used to establish Theorems 11 
and 12. 
Proof of Lemma 1 (Dyadic trichotomy). (i): SUCCL is bijective onto its image. Hence 
there is at most one y with x = succ~(y). The image of SUCCL is fL by definition. But 
x< l/2 iff L C: x. (ii): Similar. (iii): In this case l/2 E x. Hence x = [ ~,1/2]n[1/2,X] = 
SUCCL([2&, 11) rl SUCCL([O, 2x - 11). 0 
Proof of Lemma 3 (Elementary axioms). Routine verification, included for the sake 
of completeness. The equation pred, o succn = id holds by construction. Also, 
pred,(succ&)) = min(2((y + 1)/2), 1) = min(y + 1,l) = 1, 
predR(succL(x)) = max(0,2(x/2) - 1) = max(O,x - 1) = 0. 
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Since for all p, q E [0, l] we have that p/2 d (q + 1)/2, as p/2 E ,C and (q + 1)/2 E R, 
it follows that 
su%(x)n =cR(y)= [ $3/21n [(v+ 1)/2,(7+ 1)/21 
= [d2,(Y+ lY21. 
Hence predL(succL(x)nsucc&)) = pred,([d2,(7+ 1)/2]) = [x, I] = xnl. Similarly, 
one has that predR(succL(x) I7 succ&)) = 0 n y. The statements about left follow from 
the fact that succ,(x) d l/2 and that succ~(x) < l/2 iff x/2 < l/2 iff x < 1 iff x g 1. 
Similarly, succR(x)a 1/2, and succ,&) < 1/2 iff y g 0. For 
the case left(x) = I is not immediate. In this case x T l/2, 
x L l/2 as l/2 is maximal, and means that l/2 E x. Hence 
x = [x, i/2] n [1/2,x] 
= succL(pred,(x)) n SUCCR(PredR(X)) 
= pif left(x) then succL(predl(x)) eke SUCCR(PredR(X)). 
the last equation, only 
which is equivalent to 
0 
Proof of Lemma 4 (Dejinition by cases). It is clear from Lemma 1 that there is at 
most one such function. We show that f as defined in the statement of the lemma is 
such a function. If x g 1 then left(succL(x)) = true and 
f(succ~(x)) = gL(predL(succ&))) = sL(x). 
Otherwise left(succL(x)) = I and 
f(sucs(x)) = gL(predL(succL(x))) n %(Pred,(succ&))) 
= gL(x) n gR(o) = Cm n d1) = ~&)~ 
because gL(x) C gL( l), by monotonicity. Similarly, a case analysis on y shows that 
the equation f(succ&)) = gR(y) holds. Assume that x 5 1 and y 5 0. Then 
f(succL(x) n succRb>) 
= gdCpred,(succd~) n SUCCR(.Y)>> n SR(PredR(SU%(X) n wcR(li))) 
= gdx n 1) n gR(o n Y> = C%(x) n gR(h 
which concludes the proof. 0 
Proof of Lemma 5 (Dyadic induction). Let B be the basis of 3 consisting of intervals 
with distinct dyadic end-points. In order to show that A = Y, it suffices to conclude 
that B GA, because B is a basis of 9. But since 
B = U&, where B,, = {[l/2”, m/2”] 10 < 1 < m 6 2”}, 
it suffices to show that B,, CA for all n by induction on n. For n = 0 this is immediate 
because Bo = {I} and J_ E A by hypothesis. Assume that B,, E A, and define 
L, = sucq(B,), R, = SUCCR(&), 
c, = {SUCCL(X)n SUcCR(y)lX,y E B, AX c 1 A y c 0). 
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Then L, C succ&4) &A because x E A implies succ&) E A by hypothesis. Similarly, 
R,GA and C,GA. HenceL,UR,UC,C_A. But 
L,UR,uC, 
= &+I. 
Therefore B ,,+I GA, which concludes the inductive argument. 0 
Proof of Lemma 8. (i): One has that f(0) = gL(f(0)) because left(O) = true 
and pred,(O) = 0. Similarly, f( 1) = gR( f( 1)). Since left(l) = I and pred,(l) = 
pred,(l), we have that f(l) = g&Xl)) n g&Xl)) = (gL n gR)(f(l)). 
(ii): We show by dyadic induction as in Corollary 6 that if f’ is a continuous solution 
agreeing with f at 0, 1 and I then f = f’. (Base case): By hypothesis. (Inductive 
step): Assume that f(x) = f’(x) and f(y) = f’(y). If left o succ&) = true then 
f(suca(x)) = gLIXpredt(succ&)))) = gL(f(X)) 
= gL(f’(X)) = gO’(predL(succ&)))) = f’(succ&)). 
Otherwise left(succ&)) = I and x L 1. Therefore, 
f(succ&)) = g0(pred,(succ&)))) n g&XpredR(succ&)))) 
= gL(f(4) n gR(f(0)) = 90’(o) n 90’(O)) 
= gO’(predL(succ&)))) n gR(f’(predR(succ&)))) 
= f’( succ&x)). 
Similarly, f(succR(y)) = f’(succ&)). Assume that x 5 1 and y C 0. Then 
f(succL(4 n succe(y)) 
= g&Xpred,(succ&) n succR(Y)))> n @?(f(Pred+W(x) n sUcc~(Y>>)> 
= gL(f(x n 1)) n gR(f(O n Y)) = gL(fw n gR(f(Y)) 
= gkf’(+ n gR(f’(Y)) = gkf’(x n 1)) n gR(f’(O n Y)> 
= a(f’(predL(suc&) n sUccR(Y)))) n gR(_f’(predR(sucs(x) n succR(Y)))) 
= ~‘(succ~(x) n SUCC&)). 
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(iii): In view of (i) and (ii), it suffices to show that if f is the least solution then 
it satisfies the condition. Assume that f is the least solution. Then f = Llnfn where 
h(x) = J- 
h+l(x) = pif left(x) then dtXpredL(x))) else a4h(predR(x))). 
But fn(0) = g:(I) because left(O) = true and predL(0) = 0. Hence f(0) = fix(gL). 
Similarly, f(1) = fix(gR). Also, f”+i(l) = (gL n gR)n(l), because 
fn+l(l) = dfn(l)> n gR(fn(l)) = br. n gR)(fn(l)>* 
Therefore f(l) = fix(gL n gR). 0 
Proof of Lemma 9 (Dyadic iteration). Define F : [Y + D] --t [9 + D] by 
F(f)(x) = Pif left(x) then g&Xpred,(x))) else gR(f(PredR(x))), 
and let f : Y + D be a continuous map satisfying the base case. By Lemma 8, it 
suffices to show that f satisfies the recursion step iff f = F( f ). But, by Lemma 4, 
this is equivalent to show that 
F(f 1 (SUCCL(.(X)) = sdf (xl> 
F( f > (SuccRb)) = gR( f (v)) 
F(f > (sUCC&> n SUCCR(Y)) = gdf(x)) n gR(f (Y)) if x L 1 and Y c 0. 
In fact, assuming that these equations hold, if f = F(f) then f satisfies the recursion 
step; and, conversely, if f satisfies the recursion step both f and F(f) satisfy the 
same definition by cases, and therefore they have to be the same by Lemma 4. If 
x g 1 then lefi(succL(x)) = true and 
F(f) (succdx)) = gdf (Preddsuccdx)))) = gdf (x)X 
Otherwise left(succL(x)) = I and 
F(f) (suc‘dx)) = gdf (Preddsuccdx)))) n gR(f(PredR(s’W(x)))) 
= gL(f (x)) n gR(f (0)) = gdf (x)) n gR(fiX(gd) 
=gL(f(x))ngL(fiX(gR)) = gL(f(x)) ngdf(l)) 
= gdf (x)), 
because gL( f (x)) L gL( f (l)), by monotonicity. Similarly, F(f) (succR(y)) = gR( f 
(Y)). Assume that x 5 1 and y C 0. Then 
F(f) (SUCCdx) I-7 =cR(Y)) 
= gdf(Pred,(=w(x) n sUcc~(Y)))) n gR(f(PredR(SUCCL(x) n -R(Y)))) 
= gdf (x n 1)) n gR(f(O n Y)) = gdf (x)) n gR(f (Y)). 0 
Proof of Lemma 13 (Existence of destructors). Assume that such maps exist. 
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Claim. Fur every x E 9, 
(i) if Z(x) = true then x = so for a unique y, 
(ii) if Z(x) = false then x = so for a unique z, 
(iii) if I(x) = I then x = Q(Y) n SR(Z) for unique y L 1 and z E 0. 
(i): There is at most one such y because pi is a left inverse of SL. Since 
x = pif true then so) else SR(PR(X)) = so), 
We can take y = pL(x). (ii): Similar. (iii): (Uniqueness) Assume that SL( y) n Q(Z) = 
sL(y’) n ,Q(z’) for y, y’ C 1 and z,z’ C 0. Then, by applying pi to both sides, we 
obtain y n 1 = y’ n 1. But y n 1 = y and y’ n 1 = y’. Therefore y = y’. Similarly, 
z = z’. (Existence): 
x = pif I then SL(PL.(~)) else sR(PR(X)) =SL(PL(~)~~R(PR(X))). 
Hence pi = pi n 1 and p&V) = 0 l’l p&x). We can thus let y = pL(x) and 
z = pR(X), and the proof of the claim is concluded. 
It follows that there is at most one f satisfying the definition-by-cases scheme. There- 
fore there is at most one triple of maps as specified above, because pL and pR satisfy 
the definition-by-cases scheme, and h is completely specified by the above clauses by 
virtue of the claim (the inequality Z(SL(X) n sR(y)) C I holds by monotonicity). Fi- 
nally, a function f satisfying the definition-by-cases scheme can be constructed as in 
Lemma 4, because it only uses the abstract properties of SUCCL, succR, left, pred,, and 
pred, considered in the statement of the present lemma (and proved in Lemma 3). 
4. Generalized domain equations 
(At this point the reader is assumed to be familiar with the theory of domain equa- 
tions recalled in Section 1.4.) 
We introduce a new technique, based on the theory of domain equations, which 
allows us to handle structural recursion with hypotheses that are weaker than is usual 
in domain theory. The basic idea is to consider not a distinguished solution D for a 
domain equation D E FD, but more generally a domain D which is a retract of FD in 
a special way. We refer to such a domain D as an F-inductive retract. 
The constructor and destructor maps for the partial unit interval discussed in Sec- 
tion 3 form an inductive retraction, as it is shown in Section 4.2, which is the object of 
study of Section 5. In this section we develop the general theory of inductive retracts. 
4.1. Inductive retracts 
Through this section F is an endofimctor of a category X. 
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Definition 14. An F-inductive retract is an object X together with an algebra K : 
FX -+ X and a coalgebra 6 : X -+ FX, subject to the condition 
f = K o Ff o 6 iff f = idx. 
The arrows K and 6 can be thought as constructor and a destructor maps, respectively. 
The first equation of the definition is illustrated in the following diagram: 
K 
FX - X 
Ff f 
FX - X 
b 
The right-to-left implication shows that 
rco6=idx 
and hence X is a retract of FX. Also, notice that if (K, 6) is an F-inductive retraction 
in X, then (6, K) is an F-inductive retraction in the opposite category Xop. 
4.2. An example: the partial unit interval 
In order to obtain an inductive retraction for the partial unit interval, we put the 
constructors (respectively destructors) together. 
Define a functor T : SDom -+ SDom by 
TD=BxDxD, Tf =id~ x f x f, 
and define and algebra constr : T9 -+ 4 and an algebra destr : 9 -+ TX by 
con& = pif 0 (idg x succ~ x succR), 
destr = (left, pred,, pred,). 
That is, 
constr(p, v,z) = pif p then succ~(y) else succ&), 
destr(x) = (left(x), pred,(x), pred,(x)). 
Proposition 15. The algebra constr : T4 -+ 9 and the coalgebra destr : 9 ---f T9 
together form a T-inductive retraction. 
Proof. The equation f = constr o Tf o destr is equivalent to the equation 
f(x) = pif left(x) then succ,( f (pred,(x))) else succR( f (pred,(x))). 
We know that f = id9 is a solution by Lemma 3. But SUCCL and succR and succR n 
SUCCL have unique fixed-points. Therefore this is the unique solution by virtue of 
Lemma 8. 0 
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4.3. Inductive retractions and btjiiee algebras 
The following proposition shows that inductive retractions generalize bifree algebras 
(cf. Section 1.4): 
Proposition 16. Let 6 : X $ FX : u be an F-inductive isomorphism. Zf F has a btfree 
algebra then it is isomorphic to K. 
Proof. Let i : FC -+ C be a bifree algebra, r : i -+ K be the unique algebra homo- 
morphism and s : 6 + i- ’ be the unique coalgebra homomorphism. This means that 
roi=rcoFrandi-‘os=F.so6.Hence 
ros=roioi-’ OS= KoFroFso6= ~oF(ros)o& 
By inductivity, r o s = idx. Since s = i o Fs o 6, we have that 
soroi=ioFsoootcoFr=ioF(sor). 
Hence s o r : i 4 i and therefore s o r = id=. 0 
Throughout the remainder of this section, i : FC + C is an arbitrary bifree algebra 
and 6 : X % FX : K is an arbitrary F-inductive retraction. 
The first part of the proof of Proposition 16 shows that every inductive retract is a 
retract of the bifree algebra, in a canonical way: 
Lemma17. Ifr:i-+tcands:o-+i-’ are the unique (co)algebra homomorphisms 
then the arrows s : X s C : r form a retraction with r o s = idx. 
4.4. Structural recursion and corecursion 
Proposition 18. Let r : i + tc, s : 6 ---f i-’ and e = s o r : C + C. 
(i) For any algebra a : FA + A, there is a homomorphism f : K 4 a ifl h = h o e, 
where h : i + a, and in this case f = h o s. 
(ii) For any coalgebra b : B + FB, there is a homomorphism g : b -+ 6 ifs k = e o k, 
where k : b -+ i-l, and in this case g = r o k. 
Proof. (i): If f : K --t a then f o r = h because r : i --+ tc. Therefore f = h o s and 
h=hosor.Conversely,iffor:i+athen f :rc-+abecause 
foK=foKoF(ros)= f oIcoFroFs=foroioFs 
=aoF(f or)oFs=aoFf oF(ros)=aoFf. 
If h o s o r = h then this holds in particular for f = h o s. (ii): Dual to (i). 0 
Condition (i) means that h respects the congruence on C induced by the idempotent 
e = s o r, and that f is the restriction of h to X via s. Dually, condition (ii) means 
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that the image of k is contained in image of e and that g is the corestriction of k to 
X via r. 
Corollary 19. (i) For every algebra a : FA + A there is at most one homomorphism 
f :ic-+a. 
(ii) For every coalgebra b : B + FB there is at most one homomorphism g : b + 6. 
Only for the last result of this subsection, we assume that our base category X is 
the category SDom of domains and strict continuous maps. 
Proposition 20. Let F : SDom + SDom be Zocally continuous. 
(i) rf there is a homomorphism f : K + a for a given algebra a : FA + A then it 
can be recursively dejined by f = a o Ff o 6. 
(ii) If there is a homomorphism g : b -+ 6 for a given coalgebra b : B + FB then it 
can be recursively dejned by g = JC o Fg o b. 
Proof. (i): The least solution of the equation is f’ = u,, fn, where the sequence fn is 
inductively defined by fo = J- and fn+l = a o Ffn o 6. Define id, : X 4 X by ido = I 
and id,+1 = K o Fid, o 6. By local continuity of F, 
u id, = u id,+1 = u( rcoFid,o6)=rcoF 
n n n 
Hence u,id, = idx by inductivity. Since f is strict, we have that fo = f o ido. 
Assuming that fn = f o id,, we deduce that 
fn+l=aoFfnod=aoFf oFid,o6= f orcoFid,06= f oid,+r. 
Hence fn = f o id, for every n. Therefore 
f’=Ub=U(foid,)=foUid,=foidx=f. 
n n 
(ii): Dual to (i). 0 
Thus, in order to find a recursive definition of a function f : X + A we can try 
to find an algebra a : FA + A such that f : K -+ a is a homomorphism, and in 
order to find a recursive definition of a function g : B + X we can try to find a 
coalgebra b : B + FB such that g : b + 6 is a homomorphism. If we succeed in 
finding such algebra a and coalgebra b, then we obtain a definition of f by structural 
recursion and a definition of g by structural corecursion. 
4.5. Biquotients of bifee algebras 
We have seen that any F-inductive retraction 6 : X % FX : u appears as a retract of 
the bifree F-algebra i : FC 4 C via r : i --) K and s : 6 + i-’ with r o s = idx. 
In this subsection, which is not needed in the development that follows, we char- 
acterize for a bifree algebra i : FC + C the idempotents e : C + C which admit a 
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splitting e = so r of the kind just described. Recall that any idempotent in SDom splits 
through its image. But notice that we are still working in an arbitrary category X. 
Definition 21. Let e : C + C be an idempotent and define an algebra a : FC -+ C 
and a coalgebra b : C + FC by 
a-eoi, b = i-’ o e. 
We say that e is a biquotient of the bifree algebra i : FC -+ C if the following 
conditions hold: 
(Bl) e:iAa, 
(B2) e : b + i-l, 
(B3) h=aoFhob iffh=e. 
Theorem 22. (i) If 6 : X P FX : K is an F-inductive retraction, r : i -+ K and s : 
6 + i-‘, then e 2 s o r is a biquotient of i. Moreover, K and 6 can be recovered 
from r and s as 
Ic=roioFs, 6=Froi-‘0s. 
(ii) If e : C --+ C is a biquotient of i and e = s o r with r o s = idx, then the maps 
rcd”froioFs:FX--)X 
~d~Froi-l os:X+FX 
constitute an F-inductive retraction. Moreover, we have r : i + K and s : 6 -+ i-l. 
Proof. (i): Conditions (Bl ) and (B2) hold by the following equational reasoning: 
eoioFe=soroioFsoFr=soIcoFroFsoFr 
= soIcoFr=soroi=eoi, 
Fe o i-’ oe=FsoFroi-’ osor=FsoFroFsodor 
=Fso6or=i-‘osor=i-‘oe. 
From this we immediately obtain 
eoioFeoi_’ oe=eoioi-’ oe=eoe=e. 
For the other implication of condition (B3), let h : C + C with e o i o Fh o i-’ o e = h. 
It follows that 
roioFhoi-‘os=rohos. 
rohos=roioFhoi-’ os=tcoFroFhoFso6 
=KoF(rohos)o6, 
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which entails r o h o s = id* as rc and 6 form an F-inductive retraction. Thus we get 
h=eohoe=sorohosor=sor=e. 
The proposed reconstruction of JC and 6 from r and s can be seen as follows: 
roioFs=IcoFroFs=rc, 
Froi-’ os=FroFso6=6. 
(ii): We have that 
(a) r o i = r o i o F(s o r), 
(b) i-‘os=F(sor)oi-‘OS, 
(c)soroioFhoi-‘osor=hiffh=e, 
and hence that 
tco6=roioFsoFroi-’ OS 
= r o i o F(s o r) o i-l o s 
=roioi-’ os=ros=idx. 
Let f :X-+X with f =rcoFf 06. As 
tcoFfo6=roioF(sofor)oi-‘OS, 
for hgso f or we get 
h=soroioFhoi-‘osor, 
from which we get by (c) that h = e. But then 
f Erosof osor=rohos=roeos=idx 
as desired. Finally, r : i -+ K and s : 6 + i-’ because 
KoFr=roioFsoFr=roi by (a), 
Fso6=FsoFroi-‘os=i-‘OS by (b). 0 
5. A generalized domain equation for the partial unit interval 
In this section we investigate the presentation of the unit interval as an inductive 
retract which was introduced in Section 4.2. We first relate the presentation as an 
inductive retract to the presentation as a binary system developed in Section 2. We 
then give some examples of recursive definitions based on the inductive retraction. 
After that we show how the presentation as an inductive retract is simultaneously 
related to binary expansions and Dedekind cuts in a natural way. Finally, we briefly 
consider coinduction on the partial unit interval. 
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Recall that a fimctor T : SDom -+ SDom was defined in Section 4.2 by 
TD=S?xDxD, Tf = idg x f x f, 
and that an algebra constr : TY 4 9 and a coalgebra destr : 9 + TX, defined by 
constr( p, y, z) = pif p then succl(y) else SUCQ(Z), 
destr(x) = (left(x),predl(x),pred,(x)), 
were shown to constitute an inductive retraction. 
5.1. Binary algebras 
We begin by relating the algebra constr : TY + 9 to the binary system (Y,SUCCL, 
succR) investigated in Section 2. 
Define a binary algebra to be an algebra a : TD + D of the form 
pif 0 (id9 x aL x aR) 
for aL, aR : D 4 D. Such maps are necessarily unique because they have to satisfy 
the equations aL(x) = a(true,x, y) and a,&) = a(false,x, y). Of course, the main 
example of a binary algebra is constr. 
Compare the following proposition to Lemma 9 and Definition 10: 
Proposition 23. Let a : TD -+ D be a binary algebra. Then a strict continuous map 
f : 9 -+ D is a homomorphism from con& to a iff 
f(succ~(x)> = aL(f(x>) 
f(succR(y)) = aR( f(y)) 
f(succR(x> n succR(Y>)=aL(f(X)) n aR(f(Y)). 
Compare the following proposition to Lemmas 8 and 9: 
Proposition 24. If there is a homomorphism from constr to a binary algebra a : 
TD ---f D then it is the least continuous map f : 9 + D such that 
f(x) = pif left(x) then aL( f (predL(x)) else uR( f (pred,(x)). 
Proof. By Proposition 20 we know that if there is a homomorphism constr --f a, then 
it is the least continuous function f such that 
f = a o Tf o de&r, 
which is equivalent to the above equation. 0 
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5.2. Examples of recursive definitions 
Proposition 25. The complement map compl : X -+ 9 defined by compl(x) = 1 - x 
can be recursively dejined by 
compl(x) = pif left(x) 
then succR(compl(predl(x))) 
else succ,(compl(predR(x))). 
Proof. This follows from Proposition 24, because compl is easily seen to be an algebra 
homomorphism from constr to pif o (idg x succR x SUCCL ). 0 
Proposition 26. The map exp : I[O, l] + I[ 1,2] defined by exp(x) = 2X can be recur- 
sively dejined by 
exp(x) = pif left(x) then exp(pred,(x)) else J2exp(predL(x)). 
Proof. Define aL., aR : I[ 1,2] + I[ 1,2] by aL(x) = fi and aR(x) = 6. Then exp is 
again easily seen to be an algebra homomorphism from constr to pif o (idg x aL x aR>, 
and the result again follows from Proposition 24. 0 
More examples of definitions of elementary functions by dyadic recursion can be 
found in [9, 111, and a recursive definition of Riemann integration can be found in [4]. 
5.3. Bifurcated binary expansions 
The canonical solution of the domain equation D ” TD is the domain .G?Tree of 
infinite binary trees with nodes labeled by truth values, ordered nodewise, together with 
the bifree algebra 
r&tree : T(aTree) + BTree 
that maps a list (p,s, t) to the tree with root labeled by the truth value p and with left 
and right subtrees s and t, respectively [24]: 
P 
mktree(p,s,t) = J \ 
S t 
Let 
t-mm : n-&tree + conk : gTree--t4 
bin : destr -+ n&tree-’ : 9 + aTree 
be the unique (co)algebra homomorphisms. By Lemma 17, num obin = id$, so that 9 
is a retract of .CZ?Tree. The tree bin(x) can be thought as a bifurcated binary expansion 
of the partial number x. 
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By unfolding the definitions one sees that num and bin are the unique continuous 
maps such that 
num(mktree(p,s, t)) = pif p then succL(num(s)) else succ&mm(t)) 
and 
bin(x) = mktree(left(x), bin(predL(x)), bin(pred,(y))). 
5.4. Dedekind sections 
We show that bin(x) is essentially the Dedekind section of x E 3. Recall that the 
Dedekind section of a real number x is given by the pair of sets {q E QJq < x} and 
(4 E Qlq ’ xl* 
First, notice that an infinite binary tree over ~3 can be defined as a function 2* --+ 9, 
where 2 = (0, 1). Second, notice that the set 2* of finite sequences over the set 2 is 
in bijection with the set of dyadic rationals 
D = {m/2” E (0, l)Jm,n E IV}, 
via the unique map C$ : 2* -+ D such that 
4(s) = l/2, 4(0(x) = succL(4(a)), &la) = succa(4(a)). 
Here E is the empty sequence, CI ranges over finite sequences, and SUCCL and succs 
are considered as maps D -+ D. It follows that an infinite binary tree over 98 can be 
considered as a function D + B’. Under this interpretation one has that 
~tree(p,s,t)(W) = P, 
mktree(p,s, t) (succL(d)) = s(d), 
mktree(p,s, t)(succR(d)) = t(d). 
Proposition 27 (Dedekind-section representation). For every x E 9, the binary tree 
bin(x) is the characteristic function of the dyadic Dedekind section of x, in the sense 
that for all d E D, 
if d < x, 
if d > x, 
if d 1 x. 
Proof. The set D satisfies the following dyadic induction principle: If A C D contains 
l/2 and is closed under SUCCL and succR, then A is the whole of D (cf. Remark 7). We 
show that the equation holds for all x and d by dyadic induction on d. By definition 
of bin and n&tree, we have that bin(x) (l/2) = left(x), which establishes the base 
case. Now assume that the equation holds for all x and a given d E D. Then the 
fact that bin(x)(succL(d)) = bin(predL(x))(d) establishes one half of the induction 
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step, because d < pred,(x) = min(2x, 1) iff d/2 < x iff succL(d) < x, and, similarly, 
d > pred,(x) iff sucq(d) > x. The other half is established in a symmetric fashion. 
0 
5.5. Computing with Dedekind sections 
We now apply the theory of inductive retractions developed in Section 4 to show 
how to compute with partial real numbers via Dedekind sections. Some proofs are 
postponed to the end of the subsection. 
We begin by looking for a recursive definition of the normalization idempotent 
9JTree:O”nBTree=&9Treebin9~~Tree 
not involving the intermediate domain 9. Of course, the normalization idempotent has 
the Dedekind sections as its fixed points. 
If we have an algebra constr’ : T(WTree) -+ 99Tree such that bin is a homomorphism 
from constr to con&‘, then norm : n&tree + con&‘, because num : n&tree 4 constr, 
by definition, and homomorphisms compose. Therefore norm is the unique continuous 
map such that 
norm o n&tree = constr’ o Tnorm, 
or, equivalently, such that 
norm (mktree( p, s, t)) = cons&( p, norm(s), norm(t)), 
which produces the desired recursive definition. Moreover, if constr’ is a binary algebra 
(Section 5.1), in the sense that we can find maps succ;, succk : 93Tree -+ BTree such 
that 
constr’ = pif o (ida x succi x succk), 
then we can recursively define norm by 
norm (mktree(p,s, t)) = pif p then succi(norm(s)) else succjJnorm(t)). 
Lemma 28. Let succ;, succk : WTree -+ 8Tree be continuous maps, and define 
constr’ = pif o (idg x succ; x succk). 
If the diagrams 
bin 
i i 
bin 
BTree - g Tree 
succ; 
1 bin 
%?Tree - BTree 
commute then bin : constr + con&‘. 
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In order to construct such maps succ; and succk, we first consider the following con- 
struction: 
Lemma 29. Let lefth,lefti : .S?Tree + 33 be recursively dejned by 
left; (mktree( p, s, t)) = pif p then left;(s) else false, 
left: (mktree(p, s, t)) = pif p then true else left:(t). 
Then 
left; = lefts 0 num and left; = lefti 0 num. 
The continuous maps of the hypothesis of Lemma 28 can be constructed as follows: 
Lemma 30. Let succi, succk : aTree --) BTree be dejined by 
succL(t) = mktree(lefi~(t),t,bin(O)), 
succk(t) = mktree(lefth(t), bin( l), t). 
Then the diagrams displayed in Lemma 28 commute. 
Notice that bin(O) and bin( 1) are the binary trees with all nodes labeled by respectively 
true and false. 
We have thus established 
Proposition 31. The normalization idempotent can be recursively dejned by 
norm (mktree(p,s, t)) = pif p then succL(norm(s)) else succX(norm(t)). 
Next we define left’ : SYTree --f B and pred;, predk : .%Tree -+ S?Tree by 
left’ (tiee(p,s, t)) = pif p then left:(s) else left;(t), 
pred; (mktree( p, s, t)) = pif p then s else bin( I), 
predk (mktree(p,s, t)) = pif p then bin(O) else t. 
Proposition 32. For each a E {L,R}, the following diagrams commute: 
SUCC, 
9 -9 9 
left pr4, 
-93 9 -9 
bin/ /nun bin/ 1 id bini 1 nun 
39Tree - BTree BTree - 93 9lTree - 6?Tree 
succ: left’ pred; 
We finish this subsection with the proofs of the above claims. 
Lemma 33. The function bin : 9 -+ @Tree is multiplicative, in the sense that it 
preserves binary meets. 
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Proof. The function bin is the least fixed-point of the continuous functional F defined 
by 
F(f) = r&tree o Tf o destr. 
The function mktree is multiplicative because binary meets of triples are computed 
componentwise, and binary meets of trees are computed nodewise. If f is multiplicative 
so is Tf. Also destr = (left,pred,,pred,) is multiplicative because left, pred, and 
pred, are multiplicative, as it can be easily checked. Hence if f is multiplicative so 
is F( f ), because multiplicative functions are closed under composition. Therefore the 
least fixed-point of F is multiplicative, because the binary meet operation preserves 
directed joins. 0 
Proof of Lemma 28. By Lemma 33, if the diagrams commute then 
bin o constr(p, y,z) = bin(pif p then succl(y) else succ~(z)) 
=pif p then bin(succL(y)) else bin(succR(z)) 
= pif p then succL(bin(y)) else succk(bin(z)) 
= succ’( p, bin(y), bin(z)) 
= succ’ 0 Tbin( p, y, z), 
and hence bin : constr + constr’. 0 
Proof of Lemma 29. Define 
.h=l fn+t (mktree(p,s,t)) = pif p then fn(s) else false, 
ido = -L id,+, (mktree(p, s, t)) = mktree(p, idn(s), id,(t)). 
Then left; and id : S?Tree 4 &?Tree are the least upper bounds of the chains fn 
and id,, respectively. We show by induction on n that lefts o num o id,, = fn. For the 
base case this is immediate, because lefts and num are both strict. For the inductive 
step, notice that lefts is multiplicative, and that hence it distributes over the parallel 
conditional. Also, notice that lefts o sucq = lefto, because x < 0 iff 42 < 0, and that 
lefts o SUCCR(X) = false, because SUCCR(X) > l/2. Hence 
lefts o num o id,,+1 (mktree( p, s, t)) 
= lefts o num (mktree(p, id,(s), id,(t))) 
= lefto(pif p then succL(num(id,(s))) else succe(num(id,(s))) 
= pif p then lefis(succL(num(id,(s)))) else lefts(succ,(num(id,(s)))) 
=pif p then lefio(num(id,(s))) else false 
= pif p then fn(s) else false 
= fn+l (mktree(p,s,t)), 
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which finishes our inductive argument. Therefore 
left; = u fn = u lefts o num o id,, = left0 o num o u id, = left0 o num. 
n 
The proof for left: is symmetric. 0 
Proof of Lemma 30. Since left{ = left1 o num by Lemma 29, and since num o bin, we 
conclude that left1 = left: o bin. Since left o succt(x) = (x/2 <J. l/2) = (x -C 1 1) = 
left1 (x), 
bin o succ&) 
= mktree(left o SUCCL(X), bin(predL(succL(x))), bin(predR(succL(x)))) 
= mktree(leftt (x), bin(x), bin(O)) 
= mktree(left’, (bin(x)), bin(x), bin(O)) 
= succ; o bin(x). 
The proof for succR is symmetric. 0 
Proof of Proposition 32. By Lemma 30, we have that bin o succ, = succ: o bin. Hence 
SUCC~ = num o succ, o bin, 
because num o bin = id9 . For left we have that 
left’ o bin(x) 
= left’(mktree(lefi(x), bin(predL(x)), bin(pred,(x)))) 
= pif left(x) then left’,(bin(pred,(x))) else lefth(bin(predR(x))) 
= pif left(x) then leftt(pred,(x)) else lefto(predR(x)), 
by virtue of Lemma 29. If left(x) = true then x < l/2 and hence predL(x) -C 1. 
Thus, in this case the last term is 
leftt(pred,(x)) = true = left(x). 
Similarly, if left(x) = false then 
leftt(predR(x)) = false = left(x). 
Otherwise left(x) = 1. Then x 5 l/2 and hence pred,(x) L 1 and pred,(x) C 0. 
Therefore in this case the last term is 
leftt(pred,(x)) n le&(pred,(x)) = I n I = -L = left(x). 
For pred, we have that 
num o pred; o bin(x) 
= num o pred~(mktree(left(x), bin(pred,(x)), bin(pred,(x)))) 
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= num(pif left(x) then bin(predL(x)) else bin( 1)) 
= num o bin(pif left(x) then pred,(x) else 1) 
= pif left(x) then pred,(x) else 1 
If left(x) = true then the last term is pred,(x). If left(x) = false then the last term 
is 1 = predl(x). Otherwise, left(x) = 1. Then x C: l/2 and pred,(x) & 1. Hence in 
this case the last term is 
pred,(x) n 1 = pred,(x). 
For predR we have a symmetric proof. 0 
5.6. Coinduction 
Dana Scott suggested that we should also consider a characterization of the partial 
unit interval via “co-Peano axioms” based on coinduction and coiteration. Although we 
don’t have such a characterization yet, a coinduction principle related to the ideas of 
Smyth [32] and Fiore [13] immediately follows by considering the bifree T-algebra. 
A bisimulation on the partial unit interval is a binary relation N 2 9 x 9 such that 
x N y implies that left(x) = left(y) and pred,(x) N pred,(y) for a E {R,L}. 
We say that x and y are bisimilar if they are related by some bisimulation. 
Proposition 34 (Coinduction). If x, y E 9 are bisimilar then x = y. 
Proof. Let x and y be bisimilar partial numbers. Then bin(x) and bin(y) are bisimilar 
trees. Hence bin(x) = bin(y) by [13]. Therefore x = y because bin is split mono. 0 
Of course, we can replace equalities by inequalities thus obtaining the notion of a 
simulation and a more general coinduction principle for establishing inequalities. 
6. Applications to the programming language Real PCF 
Real PCF [9] is an extension of the programming language PCF [22,29] with data 
types for the partial unit interval and the partial real line. For simplicity and without 
essential loss of generality, we only discuss the partial unit interval. A sketch of the 
treatment of the whole partial real line can be found in [ 111. 
In this section we consider two fundamental questions: (1) What is an appropriate 
notion of computability for the partial real line? (2) Having found such a notion, is 
Real PCF universal, in the sense that all computable functions are expressible in the 
language? 
We answer these questions by means of the recursion techniques introduced in the 
previous section. 
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6.1. The programming language PCF 
PCF stands for Programming language for Computable Functions. It consists of 
the terms of Scott’s LCF (Logic of Computable Functions). This logic was introduced 
in a widely circulated manuscript produced in 1969, recently published as [29], which 
contains the first steps towards domain theory - see also [ 171. 
PCF is not intended as a practical programming language. Rather, it is intended as 
a paradigmatic programming language for the investigation of theoretical issues such 
as operational and denotational semantics, computational adequacy, full abstraction, 
program reasoning, universality [l&22]. As such, it is very concise. 
We shall be deliberately informal concerning syntax and semantics. Only Scott’s 
model of PCF will be considered, and therefore it will not be necessary to say what a 
model is. 
PCF is a functional programming language [3]. The PCF basic data types are the 
flat domains .N and B of natural numbers and truth values. The remaining data types 
are obtained by iterating the function space construction (Section 1.3). One thus has 
types [N + 21, [[N --) .%?I --) B], [N + [JV” --+ .N]] and so on. 
The primitive operations for the truth values type are true, false and the condi- 
tional form if p then x else y. 
The primitive operations for the natural numbers type are 0, succ, pred and a test 
for equality with zero. 
Since PCF doesn’t have Cartesian products, functions of the form, say, f : N x N -+ 
JV have to be represented as “curried” functions of the form f : JV” -+ [JV + A’]. In 
this case, instead of f (x, y), one writes f(x)(y). 
For every type D there is a fixed point operator fix : [D + D] + D. This allows 
one to have recursive definitions. 
Finally, one has function application and function definition. Function application 
produces f(x) E E from f E [D + E] and x E D. Function definition is achieved by 
A-abstraction. Instead of explicitly defining a function, say, 1 : g + 33 by 
up = if p then false else true, 
one defines a nameless function 
Ap.if p then false else true. 
In practice, however, it will not be necessary to explicitly use curried functions, the 
fixed point operator and I-abstraction, provided it is clear that our definitions can be 
easily converted to PCF notation. 
All functions definable in PCF are continuous. The same is true for the extensions 
of PCF considered below. 
6.2. Recursive types 
PCF extended with recursive types is called FPC (fixed-point calculus). It was in- 
troduced by Plotkin [24] - see also [18]. 
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First, one has more type constructors such as Cartesian products and sums. Together 
with Cartesian products come the projections D x E + D and D x E ---f E, which are 
available as primitive. Similarly for sums. 
Second, one can define types by recursion. But instead of writing, say, 
D”BxDxD, 
one writes 
pD.c@!xDxD 
to denote the canonical solution. But, as above, it is not necessary to explicitly use 
this notation provided it is clear that we know how to convert our definitions to FPC 
notation. 
The primitive operations associated to a recursive type D ” FD are the bifree algebra 
i : FD + D and its inverse i-’ : D + FD. 
6.3. The programming language Real PCF 
Real PCF is PCF extended with ground data types 9 and W - see [9]. We shall 
discuss only the extension with 9. 
The primitive operations are the parallel conditional, the constructors SUCCL, succR, 
and the destructors left, pred,, pred,. Actually, there are more primitive operations. 
But the additional ones are only needed to define the operational semantics of Real 
PCF. As we shall see, the ones that we have singled out are enough for our purposes. 
Virtually all recursive definitions considered in the previous sections immediately 
give rise to recursive Real PCF programs, after appropriate conversion to fixed-point 
operator and L-abstraction notation. 
The ones which consider the type of boolean binary trees discussed in Section 5.3 
require a further extension of Real PCF with recursive types, which could be referred 
to as Real FPC. Alternatively, one could encode the type of boolean binary trees in 
the function type [.N + g], as it is done in [lo]. 
6.4. Universal programming languages 
Definition 35. A programming language LZ’ is universal if every computable element 
of the universe of discourse of 2 is definable in 2. 0 
This depends on a notion of computability in the universe of discourse. In domain 
theory this is achieved via the notion of an effective presentation (Section 1.5). 
Before tackling Real PCF, we recall some basic facts about PCF proved by Plotkin 
[22]. It is easy too see that all partial recursive functions Nk --+ N are PCF definable 
via the natural numbers type N. However, simple computable functions such as the 
parallel conditional and the existential quantification function 3 : [A’” -+ S?] -+ 93 
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defined by 
1 
true if p(n) = true for some n E N, 
3(p) = false if p(l) = false, 
_L otherwise 
fail to be PCF definable. Plotkin showed that if we extend PCF with the parallel 
conditional then all computable first-order functions become definable, and that if we 
further extend PCF with the existential quantifier then all computable functions of all 
orders become definable. 
Streicher [36] generalized this result to an extension of PCF with recursive types, 
parallel-or and the existential quantifier [24], and Escardb [lo] generalized it to Real 
PCF. Here we consider Real PCF extended with recursive types. 
It is straightforward to show that there exists an effective presentation of 3 that 
makes the primitive constructors and destructors computable. For example, any standard 
enumeration of the rational basis gives such an effective presentation. But one may 
wonder if a cleverer choice of an effective presentation would change the induced set 
of computable elements and functions, and this is indeed the case in general [ 191. We 
show in Section 6.5 below that this is not the case in our situation. 
6.5. A characterization of computability over the partial real line 
Definition 36. Two effective presentations b and b’ of a domain D are equivalent if 
they can be reduced to each other, in the sense that the identity idD : D -+ D is 
computable both as a map (D, b) + (D, b’) and as map (D, b’) -+ (D, b). 
(Notice that this is the notion of equivalence of objects in concrete categories dis- 
cussed in [2], specialized to the category of effectively given domains and computable 
maps considered as concrete over the category of domains and continuous functions, 
via the forgetful functor which forgets effective presentations.) 
Theorem 37. Any two effective presentations of 9 which make constr : TY + 9 and 
destr: 9 + T9 computable are equivalent. 
Proof. Let b’ and b” be two such effective presentations, and let JJ’ and 9” denote 
Y endowed with b’ and b”. By Corollary 19, ids : 9 4 f is the unique algebra 
homomorphism constr --) constr, and by Proposition 20, idx is the least fixed point of 
the functional 
F : [,a ---f 9]+ [9 --t ,a] 
defined by 
F(f) = constr o Tf o destr. 
By hypothesis, con&r is computable both as a map TX’ 4 9’ (1’) and as a map 
T4” + $I’ (l”), and destr is computable both as a map 9’ + T9’ (2’) and as a 
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map TX” + X” (2”). By (1”) and (2’) we conclude that F is computable as a map 
[,O’ --+ 9”] + [9’ + Y”], which shows that idx is computable as a map 9’ + 3”. 
Similarly, by (1’) and (2”) we conclude that it is also computable as a map 3” ---f 9’. 
0 
6.6. Universality of Real PCF 
We prove that Real PCF extended with recursive types and the existential quantifier 
is universal by means of the technique introduced in [36]. 
Here are the main steps of the technique: 
6) 
(ii) 
Take a universal domain % of PCF, for example [JV --f %?I (see [23]). 
Show that for every domain D in the extended language there is a definable 
retraction 
with rD 0 SD = idD. 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Given d E D computable, SD(d) E % is computable because SD is computable. 
Since PCF extended with parallel-or and 3 is universal and %! is a PCF domain, 
SD(d) is definable. 
(v) Hence d is definable as d = rD(sD(d)), and ?-D and SD(d) are definable. 
(vi) Therefore every computable element is definable. 
The crucial step consists in showing that D is a definable retract of a, and this is 
not so simple in the presence of recursive types. But by the general results of [36], it 
suffices to show that every ground type is a definable retract of a. This has been done 
for the PCF ground types, so that we only need to do it for our new ground type 4. 
Theorem 38. Real PCF extended 
universal programming language. 
with recursive types and 3 : [JV + ~!3’] --) ~59 is a 
Notice that Real PCF includes a parallel conditional. 
Proof. By Section 5.3, we know that num : n&tree + constr and bin : destr -+ 
n&tree-’ form a retraction with numo bin = id X. Since aTree is a recursive type, and 
since num and bin are recursively definable from constr, destr, r&tree and n&tree-’ 
by Proposition 20, we see that _@ is a definable retract of aTree. But we already 
know that gTree is a definable retract of 4?. Since definable retracts compose, ~5 is a 
definable retract of a. 0 
This general result does not tell the full story about definability of computable first 
order functions (over the partial unit interval). By means of a more direct method of 
proof similar to that of [22], in [I l] it is shown that the existential quantifier is not 
needed to obtain the definability result at first-order types. 
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7. Conclusions 
We have defined and studied inductive retractions. We have shown that they corre- 
spond to well-behaved quotients of bifree algebras, referred to as biquotients. We have 
applied this notion exclusively to the study of the partial real line and its recursion 
schemes and induction principles. 
It might be worthwhile to look at other applications of this notion. Typically one 
would like to have a characterization of those (in)equational theories 8’ over a signature 
C [l] such that the quotient of T,(Z) by d is a biquotient. This might be interesting 
especially for the case of stream domains extending the work on partially commutative 
monoids in trace theory towards infinite behaviours. 
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